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U.S. INTERNATIONAL TAX
TREATMENT OF FINANCIAL
DERIVATIVES
by Reuven S. Avl-Yonah and
Linda Z. Swartz

Reuven S. Avi-YONh ta an uatatant profeaor.
of law at Harvard Law School Unda
Swartz
ii a lfflior attorney at Cravath, Swaine & Moore
in New York.
1h11 nport wu pmented at the Harvard Law
School Sympoeium on the Taxation of New Fiilan
dal lnltnunents, held on September 28, 1996, in
Cambridge, Maasach111etta.
This article examines the U.S. tax conse
quences. of the me of derivative instruments in
international financing transactions. The aulhon
argue that inconsistent tax treatments
corded difment types of derivative inst
in cross-border transactions. These ina, .....
des, the authon believe, have implications for
U.S. withholding taxes on ordinary debt and
equity investments.
Copyright 1996. AD rights l'elefW'd.
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I. Introduction
This article examines the U.S. tax consequences of
the use of derivative instruments in international
financing transactions.The outline focuses in largepart
on the inconsistent U.S.tax treatment that results &om
the use of various derivative financial instruments in
cross-border financing transactions and the resulting
implications for U.S. withholding taxes on ordinary
equity and debt investments.
This disparate result is in large part due to the sep
arate U.S. tax rules that govern different types of
derivative instruments. This inconsistent treatment is
illustrated below by a comparison of the rules that
apply to notional principal contracts and substitute
payments under securities loans, two derivative instru
�ents that produce the same economic result but very
different U.S. tax results.When foreign individuals and
entities are parties to transactions involving derivative
instruments, form is indeed king. In general, the cur
rent patchwork of U.S. withholding tax rules is ill
equipped to address the issues raised by the use of
derivative products, and U.S. income tax treaties
negotiated to date fail to provide sensible results when
treaty partners engage in cross-border derivative trans
actions.
Treasury is and has been for some time, well aware
of the shortcomings: the application of existing U.S.
tax rules and treaties to these transactions. In 1994,
then-Treasury International Tax Counsel Cynthia Beer
bower was quoted as saying that "opportunities for
synthetic investments, as opposed to real investments,
are so prevalent that withholding taxes are no longer
real.Ht To date, Treasury has failed to propose a single,
workable set of tax rules to govern the use of derivative
products either between domestic parties or domestic
and foreign parties.Until that goal is achieved (if ever),
well-advised taxpayers will continue to choose the
specific for m of derivative transaction that produces
.
the desired economic result with the most
favorable
U.S. tax consequences.
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H. Comparison of Derivative Instruments
This section compares the tax treatment of different
derivative instruments. A short definition of each instrument is provided, followed by the rules regarding
timing, character, and source of income and/or gain
recognition, together with applicable withholding
rules. As the outline illustrates, there are three principal, different tax regimes that apply to derivative
instruments. Pint, payments on options, forward contracts, and regulated futures contracts, which generally
produce only gain or 1053, are sourced according to the
residence of the recipient under general source rules.
This is the result notwithstanding the application of
the mark-to-market rules of sections 1256 and 475.

Trt111sury Is, and has btHln for some
time, well awart1 of the •hortcomlngs
In the application of existing U.S. tax
rules and tr1111t/11a to these
transactiona.
Second, income from periodic contract payments on
(nonamortizing) notional principal contracts, which
are commonly described as a series of option or forward contracts, is attributed to the residence of the
recipient under specific regulations,2 whereas most
nonperiodic and miscellaneous payments under notional principal contracts, and periodic payments
under self-amortizing swaps are sourced according to
general rules for interest payments. Finally, the source
of "substitute payments" on securities loans is determined in the same manner as actual dividends or interest payments on the borrowed securities under
specific regulations, and borrow and rebate fees on
securities loans are attributed according to general
source rules. Each of these specific regulatory regimes
suffers from different limitations, as discussed below.
A. Notional Principal Contrads
1. Definition. Notional principal contracts (NPCs) include swaps, caps, floors, and collars, whereby one or
more parties agree to make periodic payments reflecting the value of a specified variable index applied to a
"notional" agreed-on principal amount. The counterpaa1y eithe!' makes periodic payments based on a
different index or pays a fixed premium for the contract. In effect, notional principal contracts can be
deconstructed into a string of forward contracts.3
Caps are contracts whereby a seller makes periodic
payments equal to the product of a notional principal
amount and any excess of a specified index over the
agreed level (the cap rate). The buyer pays a single
premium or I iakes a series of fixed periodic payments
for the contract. Floors are contracts whereby a seller

2Section 863 regulations govern notional principal contracts generally, and section 988 regulations govern notional
principal contracts that involve foreign currency. The sourcing
rules of the two sets of regulations generally are consistent.
3
Su discussion regarding timing in tex t below.
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makes periodic payments equal to the product of a
notional principal amount and any amount by which
a specified index falls below a specific level (the floor
rate). The buyer pays a single premium or makes a
series of fixed periodic payments for the contract. Combinations of caps and floors, whereby a party pwdlases
a cap and sells a floor, or purchases a floor and sells a
cap, are known as collars. An option to enter into a
notional principal contract is not considered a notional
principal contract.•
2. Timing. Income and deductions attributable to an
NPC must be recognized using an "economically
realistic method of accrual." Typically, three types of
income are received in connection with notional principal contracts: periodic payments, nonperiodic payments, and termination payments. Each type of income
is accrued somewhat differently.
Periodic payments (payable at least annually) accrue ratably over the period to which they relate. 5 Termination payments (payments on extinguishment or
assignment) accrue in the year the contract is extinguished, assigned, or exchanged. If the event is a
deemed sale or exchange of the contract, the nonassigning party also recognizes gain or loss, and may amortize any amount recognized over the remaining term
of the contract.6
Nonperiodic payments (including up-front
premiums, prepayments of one leg of a swap, and
premiums for exercised options to enter into a swap)
are recognized over the term of the contract in accordance with their econom substance under Treasury
regulation section 1.4 46-3(!). In this regard, nonperiodic swap payments generally would be allocated
based on values of a series of cash-settled forwards
written on a specified index at the notional principal
amount. Similarly, nonperiodic payments on a cap or
a floor generally would be allocated in accordance with
a series of cash-settled options.7
Significant up-front nonperiodic payments are
treated as embedded loans, although it is not clear at
what level a payment is treated as significant (10 percent is not significant, but 40 percent is, under the
section 446 regulations). Deemed payments on embedded loans in NPCs are calculated by assuming the
embedded loan is an installment obligation with level
payments and a constant yield to maturity.•
Recognition of income (and deductions) under the
general rules outlined above may be affected if the NPC
is a foreign currency contract, a hedge or part of a
straddle, or held by a dealer required to mark the loan
to market under section 475.
3. Character. Termination payments produce capital
gain or loss when the contract is held as a capital asset.

4Treas. reg. section 1.446-3(c)(t)(ii), {g)(3). Note, however,
that such an option may qualify as a hedge under some circumstances.
5-freas. reg. section t .446-3(e).
'Treas. reg. section t.446-3(h).
'Treas. reg. section 1.446-3(()(2).
' Treas. reg. section 1.446-3(g)(4) and (5).
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In the absence of authority, periodic and nonperiodic

payments on interest-nte contracts are probably ordinary income, because they are made in exchange for
money rather than property. Although such payments
on contracts involving commodities, equities, or other
personal property may produce ordinary income or
loss, capital gain or lou arguably should result when
payments relate to rights with respect to a capital asset.
4. Source of Income. Periodic payments under NPCs
(other than contracts with accelerated or uneven payments, such as self-amortizing swaps) are sourced according to the residence of the recipient.' Thus,
periodic payments received by a foreign holder are
foreign-source income not subject to U.S. withholding
tax, assuming the foreign holder is not engaged in a
U.S. trade or business.10 The same sourcing rule applies
to NPCs with respect to debt, commodities, and for the
time being, stock.11 This rule permits foreign holders
of dividend-paying stocks who are subject to U.S. withholding on those dividends to swap their stock for the
right to receive payments measured by dividends paid
on such stock without incurring a withholding tax. For
portfolio investors in countries without U.S. tax
treaties, avoiding the 30 percent withholding tax on
dividends is a powerful incentive to forego the voting
rights associated with a direct investment in stocJc.

For portfolio lnve•to,. In countrle•
without U.S. tax treaties, avoiding the
30 percent withholding tax on
dividends Is a powerful Incentive to
forego the voting rights associated
with a direct Investment In stock.
More complicated rules apply when a foreign party
to an NPA is engaged in a U.S. trade or business and
has entered into the contract in connection with that
business. In that case, income from the NPC may be
treated as U.S.-source income to the foreign party
"under principles similar to those set forth in (regulation) section 1.864-4(c)." 12 Under those principles, periodic payments would constitute US.-source income
if the U.S. activities of the foreign party were a
"material" (although not necessarily principal) factor
in realizing the income. The booking office for the NPC
is not controlling for this purpose. 13 This test puts a
U.S. payor under an NPC in the very difficult position
of determining whether the foreign party conducted

' &t Treas. reg. sections 1.863-7(b)(l); 1.988-4(a).
10
Preamble to Treas. reg. section 1.446-3, T.D. 8491, 1993-2
C.B. 215.
"The section 446 regulations do not refer to equity swaps
explicitly, but the language of the regulation, and the examples in Treasury reg. section 1.446-3(c)(l)(ii) suggest that
equity swaps are governed by the regulation, unless such a
swap is recharacterized under the general anti-abuse rule of
the regulation or constitutes a straddle or a hedge.
12
Treas. reg. section 1.863-7(b)(3).
llTreas. reg. section 1.864-4(c).
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"material" activities in connection with the NPC to
determine the proper result under the withholding
rules.
The residence-based source rules contained in Treas.
reg. section 1.863-7 do not apgly to NPCs that are otherwise subject to section 988. ' Because commodity indexed swaps cannot constitute section 988 contracts,
however, those contracts are governed by the section
863 residence-based source rules. 15
Payments other than periodic payments are subject
to the general source and withholding rules. 16 Thus,
significant nonperiodic payments that are treated as
embedded loans would be sourced according to the
residence of the payor. Payments by a U.S. person to a
foreign holder that are attributable to an embedded
loan therefore presumably would be subject to withholding tax. 17 This withholding tax might be reduced
or avoided under a tax treaty, and the payments also
may be exempt from withholding tax as portfolio interest.
Foreign banks engaging in credit derivative transactions through offices in countries that do not have a
zero interest rate under treaties with the United States
may be subject to withholding tax if payments under
contracts are characterized as "interest" on an embedded loan that does not qualify as portfolio interest
because it is received by a bank in connection with •an
extension of credit.. (the underlying loan portfolio on
which risk is defeased). 18
The Treasury Department has become increasingly
concerned with the application of the above-described
residence-based source rules to equity swaps and
swaps that mimic the performance of the U.S. real estate market. This concern recently was evidenced by
the following statement in the preamble to the section
446 hedging regulations:
In light of the broad defmition of specified
index, the IRS is considering whether NPCs involving some specified indices (e.g., one issuer's
stock) should be excluded from the general sourcing rules of sections 861 through 865 and whether
contracts involving other specified indices (e.g.,
United States real property) are subject to section
897. 19

The scope of Treasury's concern can be highlighted
by comparing the small amount of forgone U.S. withholding tax from recipient-residence sourcing of payments that mimic interest payments on debt (which
would qualify, in large part, for the portfolio interest
"Treas. reg. section 1.863-7(a)(l ).
15
Treas. reg. section 1.988-l(a)(2)(iii)(A).
"The application of the withholding rules to these facts is
somewhat unclear, because to date the IRS has successfully
avoided the question of whether some, or all of the payments
under NPCs constitute fixed or determinable annual or periodic income subject to withholding tax under sections 1441
and 1442. Set Notice 87-4, 1987-1 C.B. 416.
17
5tt sections 871(a)(l)(A) and (C); 881(a)(l) and (3);
1441(a) and (c); and 144:Z(a).
18
Section 881(c)(3)(A). These banks may consider booking
the loan through a different branch.
'"T.D. 8491, 1993-2 C.B. 215.
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withholding exemption) with the much higher cost of
applying the same sourcing rule to payments that
mimic dividend payments on stock, or gain on real
estate, which otherwise would be subject to U.S. withholding tax or U.S. net income tax, respectively.
It is hard to conceive of a principled distinction
whereby Treasury could seek to characterize payments
under single-instrument equity swaps as U.S.-source
dividends under a look-through rule, while permitting
payments with respect to futures contracts tied to
stocks (and indexes of stock) to escape withholding tax.
Nevertheless, the risk remains that Treasury will seek
to exclude equity swaps from the source rules based
on the recipient's residence.

I

The risk rem•ln• that Trea•ury will
seek to 11xclud11 11qu/ly swap• from 1h11
sourt:11 rules bast1d on 1h11 recipient's
residence.

The same tension between physical and virtual
ownership arises with respect to swaps that mimic the
performance of real estate investment trusts (REITs)
and indexes that track the value of U.S. real estate.
Since foreign holders of U.S. real property are taxed on
gain attributable to that property, it is not surprising
that Treasury is "considering" whether to treat real
estate-based swaps as tantamount to the ownership of
physical real estate for purposes of section 897.
B. Substitute Security Loan Payments
1. Definition. Payments a lender is entitled to receive
under th terms of a typical securities loan that are
equal to dividends or interest paid by an issuer on the
borrowed securities generally are termed "substitute
payments." In addition to making substitute payments,
a securities borrower generally pays a fee to the lender,
which is sometimes termed a "borrow fee." The securities lender also pays to the borrower a "rebate fee"
equal to the earnings on the borrower's collateral that
secures the return of the borrowed securities. Borrow
and rebate fees often are nt!tted in the case of cash
collateral to produce a single payment.
2. Timing and Character. Under the section 1058
proposed regulations and recent rulings, substitute
payments are treated as fees paid for the use of the
securities that constitute ordinary income to the security lender.20 Substitute payments to a lender in lieu of
dividends paid on borrowed securities do not qualify
for the diviaends-received deduction under section
243(a), regardless of the use of the borrowed securities,
i.e., to cover a short sale or a failed sale, because the
lender is not considered the owner of the securities on
the record date. 21 Similarly, a lender is not entitled to
treat substitute payments received for tax-exempt in-

20
Ste prop. Treas. reg. section 1.1058-l(d); Rev. Rul. 80-135,
1980-1 C.B. 18.
21
Prop. Treas. reg section 1.1058-l(d); Rev. Rul. 60-177,
1960-1 C.B. 9; LTR 8828003, 88 TNT 147-10, revoking LTR
8538001.
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terest as the receipt of such interest to exclude
payments from income under section 103(a)(t).22
This treatment of substitute payments as not c
stituting dividends or interest is subject to two imJ
tant exceptions. Fint, substitute payments retain ti
character as dividends or interest to determine chai
ter and source for U.S. withholding tax purposes un
the section 1058 proposed regulations, as discus
below. 23 Second, substitute payments essentially
characteri:r.ed as dividends or interest, as the case n
be, in the hands of RICs and tax-exempt lenders.
Neither the section 1058 proposed regulations 1
IRS rulings address the treatment of original issue c
count (01D) income that accrues on borrowed sec1
ties during the term of the securities loan. It may
logical for the borrower of securities to accrue s,
OID under the section 1272(a) requirement that
holder of an instrument accrue and include in inco
any OID attributable to the instrument, if securit
loans essentially are viewed as nontaxable transfer!
securities. Additional unresolved 01D issues for se
rities loans include whether substitute payments ,
required for 01D accruals and whether the securit
borrower (or lender) is entitled to basis in the securit
for 01D accruals.24
3. Source. Historically, substantial uncertainty has ,
isted regarding the source of substitute payments, ft
paid to lenders, and rebates of cash collateral to b
rowers in connection with cross-border securit
loans. The income sourcing rules, which genera
determine source of income according to the locati
where the income-producing asset is used, are diffic
to apply in the context of securities loans, since I
location of securities may not be known and is al
subject to change. As a result, taxpayers relied
s veral theoretical bases for sourcing payments fn
securities-lending transactions prior to the issuance
the proposed section 1058 regulations. 25 These theori
provide a useful illustration of the difficulty involv
in applying general source rules to derivative instJ
ments in the absence of specific guidance, and t.
payers may be expected to continue to rely on th«
until the proposed section 1058 regulations are issu
in final form.
Some lenders sourced substitute payments based ,
the physical location of the securities, relying on t
rental income source rules. 26 However, even when t:

22 Rev. Rul. 80-135, 1980-1 C.B. 18 (lender of municipal bol
not entitled to exclude short interest from income).
11
Ste prop. Treas. reg. sections 1.861 -2(a)(7); 1.861-3(a)(,
1.861-7(b)(2); 1.881-2(b)(2); and 1.1441-2(a).
24 Stt 1991 ABA Report.
zsAs might be expected, the chosen method of sourcil
generally has depended on an individual taxpayer's fac
and circumstances.
USeclions 861(a)(4) and 862(a)(4); ste 41/so Treas. reg. ~
tion 1.856-4(b)(l); Loan CoRI Rnd Timer AssociRtion v. Hel~,i~
122 F. 2d 848, 850 (3d Cir. 1941) (rent is compensation for ti
right to use property, when payments are fixed and certa
in amount and are payable period icall y without regard to ti
U Sl ' of the property).
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withholding exemption) with the much higher cost of
applying the same sourcing rule to payments that
mimic dividend payments on stock, or gain on real
estate, which otherwise would be subject to U.S. withholding tax or U.S. net income tax, respectively.
It is hard to conceive of a principled distinction
whereby Treasury could seek to characterize payments
under single-instrument equity swaps as U.S.-source
dividends under a look-through rule, while permitting
payments with respect to futures contracts tied to
stocks (and indexes of stock) to escape withholding tax.
Nevertheless, the risk remains that Treasury will seek
to exclude equity swaps from the source rules based
on the recipient's residence.

I

Th11 risk ,wmaln• that T,wa•ury will
seek to 11xcludtl 11qully •w•p• from th11
sourct1 ru/11s ba6IHI on the ,wc/p/11nt'8
residence.

The same tension between physical and virtual
ownership arises with respect to swaps that mimic the
performance of real estate investment trusts (REITs)
and indexes that track the value of U.S. real estate.
Since foreign holders of U.S. real property are taxed on
gain attributable to that property, it is not surprising
that Treasury is "considering" whether to treat real
estate-based swaps as tantamount to the ownership of
physical real estate for purposes of section 897.
B. Substitute Security Loan Payments
t. Definition. Payments a lender is entitled to receive
under th , terms of a typical securities loan that are
equal to dividends or interest paid by an issuer on the
borrowed securities generally are termed "substitute
payments." In addition to making substitute payments,
a securities borrower generally pays a fee to the lender,
which is sometimes termed a "borrow fee." The securities lender also pays to the borrower a "rebate fee"
equal to the earnings on the borrower's collateral that
secures the return of the borrowed securities. Borrow
and rebate fees often are netted in the case of cash
collateral to produce a single payment.
2. Timing and Character. Under the section 1058
proposed regulations and recent rulings, substitute
payments are treated as fees paid for the use of the
securities that constitute ordinary income to the security lender. 20 Substitute payments to a lender in lieu of
dividends paid on borrowed securities do not qualify
for the divioends-received deduction under section
243(a), regardless of the use of the borrowed securities,
i.e., to cover a short sale or a failed sale, because the
lender is not considered the owner of the securities on
the record date. 21 Similarly, a lender is not entitled to
treat substitute payments received for tax-exempt in-

20
See prop. Treas. reg. section 1.1058-l(d); Rev. Rul. 80-135,
1980-1 C.B. 18.
21
Prop. Treas. re~ section 1.1058-l(d); Rev. Rul. 60-177,
1960-1 C.B. 9; LTR 8828003, 88 TNT 147-10, revoking LTR

8538001.
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terest as the receipt of such interest to exclude the
payments from income under section t03(a)(t). 22
This treatment of substitute payments as not constituting dividends or interest is subject to two important exceptions. First, substitute payments retain their
character as dividends or interest to determine character and source for U.S. withholding tax purposes under
the section 1058 proposed regulations, as discussed
below. 23 Second, substitute payments essentially are
characterized as dividends or interest, as the case may
be, in the hands of RICs and tax-exempt lenders.
Neither the section 1058 proposed regulations nor
IRS rulings address the treatment of original issue discount (OID) income that accrues on borrowed securities during the term of the securities loan. It may be
logical for the borrower of securities to accrue such
OID under the section 1272(a) requirement that the
holder of an instrument accrue and include in income
any OID attributable to the instrument, if securities
loans essentially are viewed as nontaxable transfers of
securities. Additional unresolved 01D issues for securities loans include whether substitute payments are
required for 01D accruals and whether the securities
borrower (or lender) is entitled to basis in the securities
for 01D accruals. 24
3. Source. Historically, substantial uncertainty has existed regarding the source of substitute payments, fees
paid to lenders, and rebates of cash collateral to borrowers in connection with cross-border securities
loans. The income sourcing rules, which generally
determine source of income according to the location
where the income-producing asset is used, are difficult
to apply in the context of securities loans, since the
location of securities may not be known and is also
subject to change. As a result, taxpayers relied on
s vcral theoretical bases for sourcing payments from
securities-lending transactions prior to the issuance of
the proposed section 1058 regulations. 25 These theories
provide a useful illustration of the difficulty involved
in applying general source rules to derivative instruments in the absence of specific guidance, and taxpayers may be expected to continue to rely on them
until the proposed section 1058 regulations are issued
in final form.
Some lenders sourced substitute payments based on
the physical location of the securities, relying on the
rental income source rules.26 However, even when the

22
Rev. Rut. 80-135, 1980-1 C.B. 18 (lender of municipal bond
not entitled to exclude short interest from income).
u5ee prop. Treas. reg. sections 1.861-2(a)(7); 1.861-3(a)(6);
1.861-7(b)(2); 1.881-2(bX2); and 1.1441-2(a).
2t5te 1991 ABA Report.
25
As might be expected, the chosen method of sourcing
generally has depended on an individual taxpayer's facts
and circumstances.
26
Sections 861(a)(4) and 862(a)(4); see 11lso Treas. reg. section 1.856-4(b)(l); Loan Co11/ 11nd Timer Associ11tion v. Helvering,
122 F. 2d 848, 850 (3d Cir. 1941) (rent is compensation for the
right to use property, when payments are fixed and certain
in amount and arc payable periodically without regard to the
us<' of the property).
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physical location of securities can be fixed, it is not
dear whether substitute payments should be sourced
under a physical-location rule where a securities borrower uses the securities or where it does business.
Moreover, when a borrower subsequently transfers the
borrowed securities to a third party, a physical-location
source rule may cause the payments to be sou.reed in
a location (where the borrower does business) that
bears no relationship to the actual location of the securities (where a third party, or subsequent purchaser,
holds the securities).
Substitute payments also were sourced according to
the location where the securities-lending transaction
occurred, consistent with the source rules for loans and
other financial transactions. 27 Another sourcing alternative was the location of the security issuer, based on
the dividend and interest source rules. Finally, payments were sourced on the basis of the residence of
either the borrower' or the lender. 29 Commentators
consistently have suggested that fees be sourced according to the lender's residence, which would be con-•. sistent with the sourcing rules applied to payments
, under NPCs. 30
U.S. holders typically have treated substitute payments on the borrowed securities as foreign-source
rather than U.S.-source income on the theory that the
borrower's return of the securities depends solely on
the borrower's creditworthiness. As a result, when a
U.S. lender is engaged in business and the borrower is
a qualified resident of a treaty country, payments to
the U.S. lender would be exempt from foreign withholding as business profits. Thus, substitute payments
would be treated as foreign-source income that is not
subject to foreign tax, but would nevertheless increase
the U.S. lender's foreign-source income and consequently the lender's ailowable foreign tax credit.31 A
U.S. holder of securities in an excess foreign tax credit
position seeking to increase its allowable credit by

11
5et, t .g., Bank of Amtriai v. U.S., 680 F.2d 142 (Ct. Cl. 1982)
(source of commissions earned from transactions with respect
to letters of credit issued by foreign banks depends on economic substance of transaction); Htlvtring v. Sttin, 115 F.2d
468 (4th Cir. 1940); Zander & Cia v. C!,mmis3ioner, .. ~ B.T.A.
(1940).
19
5et section 988(a)(3)(B) for a definition of residence for
this purpose.
29 Stt Treas. reg. section 1.863-7.
»rreas. reg. section 1.863-7; stt New York State Bar Association Tax Section, Report on Propostd Regulations on Certain Pll)lmtnls Made Pursuant to Securitits Lending Transactions
Uuly 7, 1992) (the 1992 NYSBA Report); ABA Section of Taxation, Committee on Financial Transactions, Report on tht
Proposed Cross-Border Securities Lending Rtgulations, 92 TNT
87-38 (the 1992 ABA Report).
31
U.S. taxpayers also could acquire other securities, such
as securities issued by foreign governments, that would
similarly produce passive foreign-source income (for taxpayers other than financial services entities) that is exempt
from foreign tax. However, these investments may carry with
them greater risk than a securities loan. Consequently, U.S.
taxpayers may prefer to increase their allowable foreign tax
credit s throu gh securities loans to forei gn borrowers.
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loaning securities to foreign borrowers certainly would
favor this result.
The Treasury Department issued proposed regulations in 1992 addressing the character, source, and tax
treaty treatment of substitute dividend and interest
payments between U.S. and foreign parties In seamties loan transactions and .,substantially similar transactions" (the proposed regulations). 32 The proposed
regulations are not effective until their issuance in final
form; until then the source, character, and tax treaty
treatment of substitute payments .,will be determined
under all the facts and circumstances of a particular
transaction. '' 33 To date, no guidance has been provided
as to what facts and circumstances are to be considered
for this purpose. In the absence of guidance, taxpayers
may continue to treat substitute payments as exempt
from withholding on the basis of the most advantageous of the theories discussed above. The fact
that four years have elapsed since the proposed regulations were issued highlights the complex nature of
the issues addressed in the proposed regulations, the
potential effect of the proposed regulations on the
market, and their inconsistency with the other regimes
discussed in this article.

Th• fact that four years have elapatld
since the proposed regulations on
substitute payments were /ssutld
highlights their Inconsistency with the
other regimes.
The proposed regulations treat substitute payments
under a cross-border securities-lending transaction as
dividend or interest income on a look-through basis,
depending on the type of underlying security, solely
for purposes of determining the character and source
of the payments.34 In the typical case when a foreign

32
Prop. Treas. reg. sections 1.861-2(aX7) (substitute intere!'t
payments made or received in cross-border senarities lending
tranuctions treated as interest income for !IOurce purposes);
1.861-3{a)(6) (substitute dividF.nd payments made or received
in cross-border securities lending transactions treated as dividend income for source purposes); 1.861-7(b)(2) (substitute
interest and dividend payments treated as interest or dividend payments, respectively, for withholding tax purposes);
1.881-2(b)(2) (same); 1.894-l(i)(c) (same for treaty purposes);
and 1.1441-2(a) (same for withholding tax purposes). 57 Ftd.
Rtg. 80 Oan. 9, 1992). Although the proposed regulations do
not define #substantially similar transactions, H the intent appears to be to apply the proposed regulations to transactions
that are similar to the transactions described in section 1058,
but fail to satisfy the requirements of that section.
»Preamble to the proposed regulations, 57 Ftd. Rtg. 80
Oan. 9, 1992).
:wprop. Treas. reg. sections 1.861-2(a)(7); 1.861-3(a)(6); 1.8617(b)(2); 1.881-2(b)(2); 1.894-l(i)(c); and 1.1441-2(a). Such substitute payments do not qualify as dividends or interest for
purposes of qualifying for the dividends-received deduction
or excluding tax-exempt interest from income. Preamble to the
proposed regulations.
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holder lends debt securities to a U.S. borrower, the
look-through rule would permit substitute payments
to qualify as portfolio interest that is exempt from U.S.
withholding tax.• Whether the look-through rule will
prevent foreign holders from characterizing the payments as other than dividend income, i.e., as business
profits, under the terms of a tax treaty with the United
States, will depend on the terms of a specific treaty.
A foreign lender receiving portfolio interest payments on a security may treat substitute payments
received under a loan of the security as exempt from
U.S. withholding tax as portfolio interest as long as the
ltmder providt!S to th~ U.S. withholding agent a Fonn
W-8. 36 The requirement that a foreign lender provide a
Form W-8 for the borrowed securities in both registered
and bearer form is inconsistent with the current
portfolio interest requirements for debt securities,
which do not require that a Form W-8 be provided to
claim the portfolio interest exemption from withholding on bearer obligations.37 Since there appears to be
no tax policy justification for this difference, and the
intent of the proposed regulations is to effectively treat
substitute payments on loans of debt securities as interest payments for withholding tax purposes, a Form
W-8 should be required to qualify for the portfolio
interest exemption from withholding only on substitute payments attributable to registered debt obligations.
Substitute payments also are treated as dividends or
interest under the proposed regulations for purposes
of the relevant provisions of income tax treaties between the United States and foreign countries whenever a treaty refers to U.S. tax law definitions of dividends or interest. 31 Thus, look-through treatment may
be mandated under U.S. t;1x treaties only with respect
to foreign securities lenders that are resident in certain
treaty countri-=s, because many treaties do not contain
clear references to U.S. tax law definitions. For example, the U.S.-U.K. treaty defines dividends for U.S.
tax purposes as "any item which under the law of the
United States is treated as a distribution out of earnings
and profits." 39 Because substitute dividend payments
are not distributions out of earnings and profits, such

15'J'he adoption of this look-through rule ensures that a
foreign holder that has loaned securities it owns to a U.S. borrower will continue to obtain the same U.S. withholding tax
results attendant on direct ownership of the borrowed securities. For example, if a foreign owner of U.S. equity securities
loans its securities to a U.S. b<mower in a section 1058 (or
similar) transaction, the substitute dividend payments the U.S.
borrower makes to the foreign lender would be treated as U.S.source dividend income. As i;uch, the lender's payments
generally would be subject to the 30 percent U.S. withholding
tax, but many qualified residents of countries with U.S. tax
treaties would pay a reduced U.S. withholding tax (if any) under
the terms of those treaties.
"Prop. Treas. reg. sections t.871-7(b)(2) and 1.881-2(b)(2).
37
Compare sections 871(h)(2)(A), 881(c)(2)(A), and Treas.
reg. section JSa.9999-5, Q&A-1 with sections 871(h)(2)(B),
881(c)(2)(B), and Treas. reg. section JSa.9999-5, Q&A-8-17.
lllProp. Treas. reg. section l .894-1(c).
39
See q:., U.5.-U.K. treaty, :micle 11(3).
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payments may not be covered by the dividend article
of the U.S.-U.K. treaty, notwithstanding the intent of
the proposed regulations to effect dividend treatment.
As a result, substitute payments to U.IC. lenden may
be exempt from U.S. withholding tax under the U.S.U.IC. treaty if the payments constitute •business
profits" or "other income" to the lender.
The provision in proposed regulation section 1.1058l(d) that defines a substitute payment as a •fee for the
temporary use of property" has been applied by taxpayers to treat substitute dividend payments as rental
income, which qualifies under many treaties as •industrial or commercial profits," "business income," or
"other income." This characterization enables some
taxpayers to avoid U.S. withholding tax on the payments under various tax treaties, because payments
that constitute business income or other income
generally are not subject to U.S. withholding tax if
made to a treaty-protected taxpayer whose activities
constitute a trade or business, as long as the payments
are not connected with a U.S. permanent establishment
of the taxpayer. 40

Notably, th11 propos11d regulations do
not apply to substitute dividend and
lnt11rest paym11nts betwHn U.S.
bo"owers and U.S. lenders of foreign
s11curltl11s.
Under this theory, borrow fees paid in connection
with securities loans also may be exempt from withholding under tax treaties that provide that income not
specifically addressed in the treaty is taxable only in
the recipient taxpayer's country of residence.41 In the
absence of a treaty-based withholding exemption, the
IRS undoubtedly will argue that borrow fees are "fixed
or determinable, annual or periodical income" subject
to a 30 percent withholding tax. 42 However, there is no
clear authority for this position, because the proposed
section 1058 regulations do not address borrow fees.
Consequently, borrowers are free to treat borrow fees
as foreign-source income that is not subject to U.S.
withholding tax.

tort should be noted in this regard that lenders resident in
countries that do not have tax treaties with the United States,
and lenders wh are not engaged in the business of investing
in (and lending) securities may be subject to U.S. withholding
tax under this analysis.
41 See, t .g., U.S. income tax treaties with France, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Malta, Spain, and the United Kingdom; s«
11/so 1981 Treasury Department Model Income Tax Treaty, article 21.1; LTR 8822061, 88 TNT 119-121 (fees paid to lender
are "industrial or commercial profits" and so are exempt
from U.S. withholding tax under the relevant treaty when
lender had no U.S. permanent establishment, but actively
conducted an insurance business).
42
See Rev. Proc. 91-6, 1991-1 C.B. 413 (IRS ordinarily will
not rule on source, character, or income tax treaty treatment
of any payments in securities lending transactions); sections
1441 and 1442.
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Notably, the proposed regulations do not apply to
substitute dividend and interest payments between
U.S. borrowers and U.S. lenders of foreign securities.43
As a result, the same substitute payment on a security
of a foreign issuer may be foreign-source income if the
security borrower is foreign and U.S.-source income in
the case of a U.S. borrower." Substitute payments also
would be differently sourced for U.S. branches of
foreign persons and for U.S. persons, an unusual and
undesirable result that is not consistent with the intent
of the branch profits tax, because the proposed regulations apply to all payments to foreign persons, including foreign persons engaged in a U.S. trade or business.
This inconsistent treatment, of course, could be
avoided by limiting the "look-through" approach to
substitute payments made to foreign persons not
engaged in a U.S. trade or business. 45
The proposed regulations do not address the tax
treatment of borrow fees paid to lenders or rebate fees
paid to borrowers in connection with securities loans. 46
Consequently, substitute payments and borrow and
rebate fees from the same securities loan may be differently sourced, because lenders can be expected to
source their fees under the varying theories discussed
above in the absence of specific guidance.
The IRS historically has viewed rebate fees paid by
U.S. lenders to foreign borrowers from earnings on
collateral as U.S.-source interest income. 47 Even under
a U.S.-source characterization of rebate fees, however,
a determination must be made as to whether the rebate
fee is effectively connected with a foreign borrower's
U.S. trade or business, and whether the rebate fee qualifies for a U.S. withholding tax exemption as either
portfolio interest (if the underlying debt security is in
either registered or bearer form) or short-term 01D.
The proposed regulations also do not explicitly address the foreign tax credit treatment of substitute payments, and they do not discuss whether a U.S. lender
of stock in a foreign company may claim the dee edpaid credit for foreign taxes that generally is permitted
on the receipt of dividends from a 10 percent or more
owned foreign corporation.
Substantial doubt has been expressed as to the enforceability of the proposed regulations. There is little
dispute that authority exists under sections 863(a) and
865(j)(2) permitting the proposed regulations to determine the source of substitute payments under securities loans. It is less dear, however, that this authority
permits inconsistent determinations of the character of
securities loan substitute payments for foreign and

~e 1992 NYSBA Report.
..This result would make loans of foreign securities less
attractive to US. lenders in an excess foreign tax credit position that arc seeking to generate additional foreign-source
income.
0
Set 1992 NYSBA Report.
•The IRS has invited comments concerning the proper tax
treatment of these fees and of certain repo transactions and
equity-based notional principal contracts. See preamble to the
proposed regulations.
0

"See Deputy v. Du Pont , 308 US 488 (1939).
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domestic tax purposes in the absence of legislation.•
There is significant uncertainty as to .vhether and to
what extent the proposed regulations will operate to
characteriz.e substitute payments as dividends under
the terms of tax treaties with the United States, as
discussed above.49 It is interesting to note in this regard
that statutory authorization exists in each other case
when substitute dividend and interest payments on
securities loans are characterized on a look-through
basis.50

I

Substantial dc,ubt h11s been expmssed
•• to th11 11nforceablllty of th11
propostld Ttl!/Ulatlons.

The treatment adopted by the proposed regulations
is not consistent with the treatment of dividends and
interest employed in other cross-border financial transactions, most notably those involving NPCs. For example, dividend equivalent payments made in connection with equity index swaps are not treated as
dividend payments for purposes of determining the
character and source of the payments.51 Because the
IRS offers no rationale for the look-through rule, it is
difficult to reconcile this contradictory treatment on
any meaningful basis. If the IRS seeks to extend lookthrough treatment to substitute payments on equity
swaps, the same issue of whether such treatment requires a legislative change will be revisited.52
C. Option Contracts
1. Definition. An option purchaser pays a premium to
the writer/grantor of the option for the right (but not
obligation) to sell/put or purchase/call specified
property at a specified time and strike price. European
options have a singl~ exercise date, whereas American
options may be exercised at any time during their term.
Options generally may be physically or cash settled,
except that options on indices or with respect to interest rates must be cash settled. Options may be standardized and traded on exchanges, or they may be
privately negotiated and held or placed. Traded options may be settled by entering into an offsetting position on the same exchange. Options also may constitute
straddles and/or hedges.
2. Timing. The writing and purchase of options
generally are not taxable events to either party to the
transaction (unless an option is so deep-in-the-money

•see 1992 NYSBA Report; 1991 ABA Report.
.,See Hariton, "Withholding on Cross-Border Stock Loans

and Other Equity Derivatives,# 72 Taxes 1050 (Dec. 1994), for
a thorough discussion of this issue.
'°Set sections 512(b)(l) and 851(b)(2).
51
Ste Treas. reg. sections 1.863-7; 1.988-4.
52
Set preamble to the proposed regulations. (#The Service
is considering whether the proposed regulations should
apply to dividend-equivalent payments made in connection
with certain NPCs, such as an equity index swap structured
to replicate th" cash flows that would arise from an installment purchase of one or more equity securities.")
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that it is virtually certain to be exercised). 53 The writing
and purchase of an option generally is treated as an
open transaction until a further event establishes gain
or loss.st It is important to note, however, that opentransaction treatment may be overridden by specific
rules governing certain options. For example, sections
1256 and 475 each require that some traded options and
options held by dealen, respectively, be marked to
market each year. In addition, recent Treasury proposals may treat the purchase and/ or sale of options
as triggering gain or loss on an underlying position in
a physical security when the option transaction
eliminates a holder's risk of gain and loss on the underlying security.ss
An option purchaser (holder) recognizes gain or loss
on a sale, lapse, or termination of the option equal to
the amount realized (if any) minus the option premium
and any related costs. 56 By contrast, the purchaser of
an option generally recognizes no gain or loss on exercise of the option; instead, the purchaser adds the
premium (and any other option costs) to its basis in the
property acquired on exercise, unless an option is subject to either the section 988 rules or the mark-tomarket rules under section 1234(c)(l).57 Similarly, the
purchaser of a put option that subsequently lapses
adds the premium to the basis of any property that
would have been delivered on exercise, and the option
that was acquired on the same day as the put option.
An option holder's current recognition of losses on
options that are hedges or straddles may be deferred.58

A grantor of an option recognizes gain or loss on
exercise by a holder (delivery), sale, assignment, termination, or lapse of the option. Gain or loss on a
holder's exercise is measured by the option strike price
and premium, minus the grantor's basis in the underlying property subject to the option. Gain or loss on
sale is the amount of the premium minus any payment
to the transferee of the grantor's obligations, or, on
termination, minus any payment by grantor to terminate. The premium is the grantor's gain on a lapse
of the option.59
3. Character. A purchaser's gain or loss with respect to
an option is treated as derived from a sale of the same
type of property as the optioned property.'° An option
grantor generally recognizes short-term capital gain or
loss in connection with the above described events,
unless (1) the option is inventory of the grantor, (2) the
60/40 futures contract rule applies because the option
is marked to market, (3) the option produces foreign
currency gain or loss, (4) the option is a hedge and
Treasury regulation section 1.1211-2 applies, or (5) the
option is part of a conversion transaction.
4. Source. Gain on the disprsition of an option contract
generally is sourced according to the residence of the
contract holder receiving the gain. Thus, capital gain
recognized by a foreign holder would be foreignsource gain that would not be subject to U.S. tax, 1•nless
the foreign holder is engaged in a U.S. trade or business
with which the gain is connected.61
D. Forward Contracts

53

Set Rev. Rul. 85-87, 1985-1 C.B. 269; Rev. Rul. 82-150,
1982-2 C.B. 110.
5<Set Rev. Rul. 78-182, 1978-1 C.B. 265; Rev. Rul. 58-234,
1958-1 C.B. 279.
55
0ne type of transaction targeted by the Treasury proposals is a short sale of securities by a holder of such securities ( -short against the box#). A holder goes short against
the box by currently contracting to sell its securities on a
future date for a fixed price. Under current law, a taxable
disposition of the shares sold short does not occur until securities are delivered to close the short sale. Under the Treasury proposal a taxable disposition would occur when the
holder enters into the contract to sell the securities.
56
Set section 1234(a); Rev. Rul. 78-182, 1978-1 C.B. 265.
57
Set Rev. Rut. 88-31, 1988-1 C.B. 302, 88 TNT 99-8.
,.Losses on positions in personal property that are part of
a straddle (other than straddles comprised entirely of contracts marked to market under section 1256, identified straddles, hedges that are not marked to market, or straddles
consisting of a qualified covered call on stock and ownership
of the optioned stock under circumstances that will result in
capital gain or loss) may not be rccogniz.ed until, and to the
extent, the taxpayer has rccogniz.ed gain on offsetting positions under the rules of section 1092. Such offsetting positions include interests in actively traded personal property
other than stock (e.g., futures, forwards, and options) that
substantially diminish the risk of loss on other positions.
Unrecognized gain is the amount of gain recognized on a
hypothetical sale of the offsetting positions at fair market
value at year-end. Losses suspended under the straddle rules
can be deducted in subsequent years in which the taxpayer
has no unrecognized gain, to prevent taxpayers from recognizi ng loss before gain, once risk has been laid off.

(Footnote 58 continued in next column.)
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t. Definition. A forward contract is a privately
negotiated agreement to purchase and sell property on
a fixed, future date for a specified price. Parties
generally exchange property, although a forward con•
tract may permit cash settlement. Because forward contracts are not regulated, they entail counterparty credit
risk.
2. Timing. Un traded forward contracts that are not part
of a hedging transaction or a straddle are not marked
to market. Gain or loss generally is not recognized until
the contract position is cash settled, or the contract is
sold, or physical delivery occurs under the contract (at
which point there is gain or loss to the deliverer but
not to the deliveree). The recipient of property upcn
Under section 263(g), interest expense and other carrying
charges, if any, incurred to purchase personal property (e.g.,
a physical commodity, bonds, or stocks) that are components
of a straddle (a cash and carry) must be capitaliz.ed to the
extent they exceed income earned on the property (O1D,
market discount, or taxable portion of dividends), unless the
straddle is a business hedge. As a result, otherwise capitalized business deductions that would generally shelter ordinary income are available only to reduce capital gain on a
disposition of the property.
59 ~t Rev. Rut. 85-87, 1985-1 C.B. 269; Rev. Rul. 82-150,
1982-2 C.B. 110.
"'Su Treas. reg. section 1.1234-t(a).
" Section 8650)(2) authorizes Treasury to promulgate regulations governing the source of gain from dispositions of
forward contracts, futures, options, and other financial
products. These regulations ha ve not been promulga!t d to
dat<'.
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physical settlement of a contrac, generally is not taxed
until disposition of the property, and the recipient's
basis in the forward contract becomes its basis in the
property. Forward contracts involving foreign currency will trigger gain or loss to the recipient measured
by a deemed sale on the settlement date. 62
3. Charader. Taxpayers holding forward contracts as
capital assets will recognize capital gain or loss on
disposition of a forward contrad, with three exceptions. In each of the following cases, a holder generally
will recognize ordinary income or loss: '"1) the contract
is a business hedge; (2) the contract is part of a conversion trans.iction; or (3) the contr.ict is a foreign c-.irrcncy forward (in some cases, the character of gain may
be elective; moreover, forward contracts that are
hedges will be integrated with the related transaction).
4. Source. Gain on disposition of forward contracts
generally is sourced according to the residence of the
contract holder receiving the gain. Thus, capital gain
recognized by a foreign holder would be foreignsource gain that would not be subject to U.S. tax, unless
the gain is connected with a foreign holder's U.S. trade
or business."
E. Regulated Futures Contrads
1. Definition. A futures contract is an exchange-traded

agreement to purchase or sell a specifically described
property (e.g., commodities, stock index, currency,
spread in interest rate) on a specific future date for a
specified price. Options on futures contracts are subject
to the same rules as the underlying contracts.64 Futures
contracts usually are settled in cash and have standardized contract terms. Because futures contracts are
regulated by exchanges, counterparty credit risk is
eliminated.
2. Timing. Regulated futures contracts generally are
marked to market based on a hypothetical sale at fair
market value on the last business day of each year.65
Each holder takes any resulting gain or loss into account, after adjusting the current-year Jain or loss for
gain or loss previously accounted for. The termination of a futures contract by offsetting the contract,
taking or making delivery on the contract, or transferring the contract (incl-.1ding transactions with a flowthrough entity) is a taxable disposition of the contract.67
62 Su

seclion 988(c)(5); Treas. reg. section 1.988-2(d)(2)-(4).

°lnis result may be affected by the promulgation of regulations under section 865(j)(2) governing the source of gain
from dispositions of forward contracts, futures, options, and
other financial products.
'"Se~ sections 1256(b) and (g)(6); Rev. Rul. 94-63, 1994-2
C.B. 188, 94 TNT 191-11; Rev. Rul. 87-67, 87-2 C.B. 212, 87 TNT
144-4; Rev. Rul. 86-7, 86-1 C.B. 295, 86 TNT 19-10.
'SSection 1256(a)(l). Section 1256 trumps sections 1092 and
263(g) if all positions of a straddle are section 1256 contracts.
Mark-to-market treatment is elective for "mixed" straddles
in which some, but not all, positions must be marked to
market. Business hedges arc er.empt from the section 1256
mark-to-market rules if the contract is identified on the purchase date as a hedge, and gain or loss on the contract is
ordinary.
"'Section 1256(a)(2).
67
Scct ion 1256(c ).
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When a straddle includes two or more futures contracts, for example, taking delivery on any single contract terminates the other contracts on that date."
3. Charader. Taxpayers holding futures contracts as
capital assets will recognize capital gain (if any) each
year, absent an exception to the general mark-tomarket nJe stated above, and they also will recognlu
capital gain or loss on a disposition of the contract.
Without regard to the holding period of a contract, 60
percent of capital gain or loss attributable to a futures
contract is considered long term and 40 percent is considered short term," subject to the following two exceptions: (1) taxpayers may elect to tceat gain or I~
attributable to currency exchange rates on foreign currency futures as ordinary; and (2) if the contract is a
conversion transaction, part of any capital gain wili be
recharacterized as ordinary income.10
4. Source. Gain attributable to a regulated futures contract generally is sourced according to the residence of
the contract holder receiving the gain. Thus, capital
gain recognized by a foreign holder would be foreignsource gain that would not be subject to U.S. tax, assuming the foreign holder is not engaged in a U.S. trade
or business with which the gain is connected.7 1

F. Business Hedges
1. Definition. A business hedge is a contract used to

reduce a taxpayer's exposure regarding price, currency, or interest rates on business assets or liabilities,
including contracts that hedge these exposures only in
part or only for a limited time, that is identified as a
business hedge on the purchase date. Aggregate-risk
hedges may not qualify as business hedges; hedges of
depreciable proper~ also do not qualify for the business hedging rules.
2. Timing of income on business hedges. Business
hedges are exempt from the mark-to-market provisions

MSection 1256(cX2).
~ion 1256(aX3).
"'Conversion trar.sactions are transactions in which a taxpa)•er holds two or more opposing positions with respect to
the same or similar property, and substantially all of thr.
return from the position will be generated by the time value
of the resulting investment, i.e., the return resembles interest
on a loan. Conversion transactions may include simultaneously c.r eated long and short positions and straddles (including stock straddles). In general, the combination of the
positions in a conversion transaction eliminates equity risk
to the holder (i.e., the lender). Section 1258 will recharacteriz.e
a portion of the capital gain on such a transaction as ordinary
income. The "imputed interest amount" equals the product
of 120 percent of the applicable federal rate (with semiannual
compounding) and the fair market value of the property. As
a result, a taxpayer could recognize ordinary income and a
capital loss on a sale of property included in a conversion
transaction.
71
Section 8650)(2) authorizes Treasury to promulgate regulations governing the source of gain from dispositions of
forward contracts, futures, options, and other financial
products. These regulations have not been promulgated to
date.
nsee Treas. reg. section 1.446-4.
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of sections 1256, the section 1092 straddle rules, and
the section 263(g) capitalization rules.73 Income and
loss attributable to a business hedge and the corresponding hedged position generally must be recognized at the same time. 7' Any gain or loss recognized
on the disposition of one leg of a hedged transaction
must be matched with, and adiusted for, unrealized
gain or loss on the retained leg.
3. Chander of income. Ordinary gain or loss is recognized on hedges (including short sales and ottions
used as hedg ) that are not marked to market. The
recognition of ordinary income is the price paid for
e~empHon from the mark-to-market rules ar.d the
straddle loss deferral rules.

tlntll lht1 domt1sllc law of treaty
countries regarding the taxation of
derivative tranucllons Is
standardized, II Is unrealistic lo expect
consistent taxation of derivative
transactions under Income tax treaties.
4. Source. Gain attributable to a business hedge
generally is sourced according to the residence of the
contract holder receiving the gain. Thus, capital gain
recognized by a foreign holder would be foreignsource gain that would not be subject to U.S. tax, assuming the foreign holder is not engaged in a U.S. trade
or business with which the gain is connected."
S. Integration. Business hedge taxation is perhaps the
most common example of the creation of a synthetic
instrument by combining a derivative instrument with
the underlying physical instrument affected by the
derivative transaction. The creation of such a synthetic
instrument is a departure from the general rule that a
derivative instrument is recognized as a separate
property right. 71 Other examples of synthesized instruments are found in the section 988 regulations, wherein
foreign currency hedges are integrated with the underlying transactions, and the proposed section 1275 regulations, wherein qualifying debt hedges also are
integrated. Like the hedging ru!es, each of these integration regimes synthesizes a hedge with the hedged
transaction; thP. taxpayer recognizes only the tax consequences of the synthesized notional arrangement.

73

Stt LTR 94110008, 94 TNT 54-55.
'•Treas. reg. section 1.446-4.
75 Stt Treas. reg. section 1.446-4(b) and (e).
"Treas. reg. section 1.1221-2.
"Note, however, that Treasury has not yet acted on its
authority under section 865(j)(2) to promulgate regulations
governing the source of gain fro m dispositions of forward
contracts, futures, options, and other financial products.
78
Stt Dial v. Commissioner, 968 F.2d 898 (9th Cir. 1992); Rev.
Rul. 79-229, 197Q-2 C.B. 210; Rev. Rul. 78-414, 1978-2 C.B. 21 3.
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Ill. Tax Treaties and

Derivative■

Treasury recently has expressed its commitment to
updating and expanding the U.S. treaty network; it is
critical that upcoming treaty negotiations address the
treatment of cross-border derivative transactions. U, as
Treasury has hinted, the favorable sourcing rules for
NPCs are amended to track more closely the propoaed
regulations for securities lending transactions, treaty
interpretation will once again become the most important means of reducing or eliminating withholding tax
in connection with swaps."
Paragraph VI of the memorandum of w,derstanding
of the 1992 tax treaty between the U.S. and the Netherlands deals for the first time directly with "dividend
equivalent" payments by a borrower of securities to the
securities lender. 1nese payments essentially are treated
as dividends paid directly by the company to the stock
lender, and are subject to the applicable withholding tax
rate under the treaty. This paragraph presumably indicates the U.S. position in future treaty negotiations, although its application to only one form of derivative
instrument highlights the inconsistent treatment of these
instruments under U.S. domestic law.
Until the domestic law of treaty countries regarding
the taxation of derivative transactions is standardized,
it is unrealistic to expect consistent taxation of derivative transactions under income tax treaties.
The U.S. goal in treaty negotiations clearly will be
the express adoption of O.S. tax treatment of derivative
transactions. Of course, this will be a difficult goal to
achieve in the absence of any worldwide consistent
treatment of derivative financial products. To the extent this goal is not met, a treaty partner may apply an
inconsistent characterization to transactions, triggering withholding on payments to U.S. holders in situations in which the United States would not withhold
on like payments to foreign holders. For example, in
the absence of international agreement on the correct
treatment of cross-border equity or credit swaps, a
payor's co,.mrry of residence may deconstruct a swap
and treat periodic swap payments as dividend payments on stock or interest payments on a loan, respectively. This result would fall far short of the desired
consistent trea ment by all treaty partners, although
the disparate domestic law treatment of these transactions by treaty makes such an outcome unlikely at
present. As a result, doubll" taxation of derivative income is possible. For instance, while the United States
may treat substitute payments as U.S.-source and
apply withholding taxes, treaty partners may treat
those payments as domestic-source income and refuse
to grant a foreign tax credit for the U.S. tax. The sar...:
outcome is likely for 11 '" ,vithholding taxes on nonperiodic payments un1..<!r interest swaps (treated as interest and potentially subject to withholding).
"Part of the reason few countries have included treaty
provisions specifically addressing the taxation of derivative
transactions is undoubtedly the unsettled state of domestic
law in many countries on the issue. Stt "Host Country Taxa•
tion of Interest Rate Swa ps," Tar Management lnltmationa/
Forrm, , Vol. 13, No. 2 (June 1992).
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IV. Using Derivatives to Avoid Withholding
The foregoing materials suggest the following conclusions regarding the sourcing of payments under
derivative contracts.
Payments under NPCs (primarily equity and interest swaps) are sourced according to the residence of
the recipient, and therefore are not subject to U.S. withholding if the recipient is a foreign party, except for
nonperiodic payments that generally are treated as interest (and therefore are exempt from withholding only
if they qualify as portfolio interest).
Substitute payments under securities loans are
treated as dividends or interest in accordance with the
look-through rule of the proposed regulations (when
finalized).
Payments under option contracts, forward contracts, and regulated futures contracts generally are
sourced according to the residence of the holder, and
therefore are not subject to withholding if the holder
is foreign.
This summary suggests that swaps, options, forward, and future contracts can all be used to avoid U.S.
withholding taxes on inbound investment. Specifically,
if a foreign investor currently acquires stock or debt of
a U.S. issuer, the dividend or interest payments may
be subject to withholding (unless the portfolio interest
exception or a treaty-based exception applies). However, if the same issuer enters into an agreement with
a U.S. party to receive payments that mimic the dividend or interest payments on the securities of a U.S.
issuer held by the U.S. party, in exchange for a fixed
up-front payment or a series of payments, these payments would not be subject to withholding under the
current rules. That result applies even if the foreign
investor concurrently holds a controlling interest in the
U.S. issuer (and therefore is not eligible for the
portfolio interest exemption), as long as no dividends
are actually paid on the controlling stock interest (e.g.,
because all profits are channeled to preferred stock
held by the U.S. counterparty to the swap).

V. Toward Consistent Taxation of Derivatives

The promulgation of a single, consistent set of rules
to tax derivative transactions is a daunting task that
must be approached on two levels. Such a system first
must be crafted to reach fair and consistent results with
regard to the use of derivative products among U.S.
parties. Assuming this goal could be achieved, the
resulting rules also must be designed to produce the
same consistent results with respect to cross-border
derivative transactions. As the proposed section 1058
rules demonstrate, this is not an easy task. It is all too
easy for a seemingly simple rule to produce different
results for U.S. and foreign parties. Finally, it is at least
as important that any resulting U.S. tax rules be as
consistent as possible with the rules adopted by other
countries to tax derivative transactions. This is a particular concern with respect to U.S. treaty partners,
since taxpayers in either the United States or in a contracting state may employ inconsistencies in these rules
to continue to avoid tax on cross-border derivative
transactions.
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The International Fiscal Association (IFA) addreued
the issue of the taxation of derivative transactions at
its 1995 meeting and adopted a resolution designed to
promote sensible, consistent worldwide taxation of
those transactions .., The resolution includes the following specific recommendations. First, countries
should recognize the fundamental importance of
derivative transactions in both domestic and global
capital markets, and fiscal authorities should remove
tax impediments to the use of derivative instruments.11
National tax regimes for derivative instruments should
be created (or clarified) on the following basis: the tax
regime should be fair, simple, and practical; the U!lt" of
derivative instruments should have definite and predictable results; different classes of taxpayers and
different instruments that are economically sin,ilar
should be similarly treated; and the above-described
principles must apply consistently over time as derivative instruments change.

I

The 11.S. goal In treaty negotiations
clearly will be the express adoption of
11.S. tax treatment of derivative
transactions.

The resolution also includes the following rules to
govern application of the recommendations.
Tax policy should be guided by the principle of consistent treatment for similar transactions. Taxpayers
should be permitted to integrate derivative transactions on a prospective, but not retroactive, basis.
1i• .,ug should reflect economic income. The choice
between taxing derivative instruments under an economic accrual or mark-to-market system !ihould
depend on which system gives the most economically
correct measure of income together with the most consistent treatment.
Countries should not impose source-basis taxation
on income received from derivative instruments by
nonresidents unless the income is attributable to a
branch or permanent establishment. More generally, it
is appropriate not to impose withholding tax on
derivative payments at source, and the practice
"should be universally adoptect" Profits, gains, and
losses with respect to derivative instruments should be
exempt from tax at source by local law or treaty, because they represent business profits (not taxable in the
absence of a permanent establishment), capital gains,
or "other income" (exempt under such article of an
applicable tax treaty).
The residence principle should be reinforced
through the appropriate use of antideferral regimes,
and should be clarified and harmonized in the case of

"°Final Resolution of Tax Aspects of Derivative Financial
Instruments Approved by 49th IFA Congress in Ci1nnes, 95
TNI 189-17.

"The recommendation also notes that fiscal authorities
should recognize that taxation has a significant effect on the
e ffi ciency and economic res ults of d eri vative transactions.
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global trading, split hedging, and interbranch transac
tions, which currently are taken into account in some,
but not all, countries.
Adoption of the IFA resolution by the United States
would require it to abandon withholding under the
proposed regulations for substitute securities loan pay
ments, as well as nonperiodic payments under interest
swaps. While this outcome would alleviate the threat
of double taxation, it would make it even easier to
avoid U.S. withholding taxes on regular equity and
debt investments through the use of derivatives.
Perhaps the most realistic policy for the United
Statt?s to pursue, consistt?nt with its general withhold
ing regime, would be to impose withholding tax on all
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forms of payments on derivatives (i.e., options, for
ward contracts, regulated forward contracts, periodic
and nonperiodic payments on NPCs, and substitute
payments and fees under securities loans) 1�11t only
when the investment by a foreign party is coupled with
a significant equity holding in the U.S. issuer (general
ly, 10 percent or more under the interest withholding
regime). Otherwise, payments under derivatives
would be sourcPCI to the recipient and exempt from
withholding. This regime at least would ensure that
the most obvious forms of using derivatives to avoid
withholding taxes on stock and debt investment are
countered, while not affecting the market for portfolio
investment into the United States.
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